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Damaged beyond repair
A customer has had an accident with their Georgian cut candelabra, what remains of the antique
piece can be seen below. Many pieces including the pans and canopies are broken beyond repair
and we will need to have new blanks blown and our team will hand cut the replica pieces.
The base, top finial and a majority of the dressings are able to be used once they have had a
number of small chips and bruises removed from them. The only piece that remained completely
un-damaged was the central serpent arm and we will re-use all of the metalwork.
In a couple of months time we hope to be able to show you the restored candelabra alongside its
undamaged twin to see if you can spot the difference!

LED bulbs
Don’t forget that we have a wide range of LED’s available to
purchase, in a range of sizes, colours, wattage and cap size.
Not only are they energy saving and cost efficient, but they
are also becoming more of a necessity as the stocks of
existing incandescent bulbs like the Girard Sudron E10
chandelier bulb dwindle as they are no longer produced.
Financial Times article
Did any of you see the article about us in the 6th/7th February
Financial Times Weekend, House & Home supplement?
It was a wonderful article about the history of glass and chandeliers as well as the history of our
company written by Jonathan Foyle who David has had the pleasure of knowing for some years.
If you subscribe to the Financial Times online then you can read the article here http://www.ft.com/articles. If you don’t subscribe make sure you keep an eye on the news page of
our website where a copy of the article will soon be posted.
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